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Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8.1/10 (64bit)

Processor: 2.0 GHz+

Memory: 2 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Limited Offline Play (Steam login required every 7 days)
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Its not a bad game but there are several things that prevent it from being great. The controls need a bit more refinement, this can
cause some very frustrating situations where you need perfect coordination. The art style clashes and the music, while amazing,
seems to be out of place for the genre... Least in my oppinion. Is it worth the price, I would say yes.. Rough around the edges,
but the story is there. It's a novel little gem if you're in the mood for something like that.
Got it on sale for about 2 bucks.. Classic.
If only Catalyst was on steam :\/. I played a little bit. There are better games to say the least.. I really liked this game and I put it
up right next to the first one, Avadon The Black Fortress.

It flowed really well and I loved the conflict with a certian someone. It Also Allwed Me To Kill Red Beard Again!!!

Not only that but kick Red Beard's Butt was part of the story if you wanted it to be! Yea!

One thing that really stood out in this game for me was the boss battles. They were really thought well.

I loved the one in the corruption with the wind that was Impressive.

Black Fortress was a great game I just wished it had more to do wtih the Corruption...well The Develper obviously had a plan
because he created Avadon 2 The Corruption which has to do with The Corruption.

Your Chasing a Traitor(Honestly all of Avadon can just fall into the Corruption)
your finding out about Rebels your falling in love, your making choices with what's between your legs
instead of the head on your shoulders and people are dying , villages are being destroyed...
My favorte character had to be the Tinker Mage in this game the guy is fun!

Tinker Mages are something new that is added to the Avadon Universe. They add new dimension to the turn base battles
and are a welcome surprise. I loved my Tinker Mage!!

During my play through I did everything I could to destroy Red Beard's Plans and gleefully laughed everytime!

These games are just gems! The stories are fantastic. The way they are played out is very engrossing and there alot better then a
lot of other Rpgs.

I Highly recommed playing this if you played Black Fortress.. Core gameplay summary:

Invade minor factions for more land.
More land = more income and recruits.
Upgrade buildings for better units and more income.
Rinse and repeat.

Your income and army gets bigger every turn without any consequences, numbers just get larger. There are many more
gameplay elements, like seeing people in your throne room, exploring your kingdom as in discovering ruins or villages which
you can interact with or watching arena fights. These elements can be quite significant at the start of the game when you aren't
making a lot of money and the size of your army is small. But once numbers starting to snowball, namely your income and
recruits per turn, these secondary gameplay elements do not contribute to your progression anymore and gameplay narrows
down to the above core gameplay turning it into a repetitive experience.

Some suggestions for the dev: I would turn this into a grand strategy\/4x game including a strategic map with provinces which
depicts all the factions. I also would add population mechanics where army losses are being deducted from the total population.
Add a better economy system.

This game got huge potential but ultimately is a repetitive experience. It's a slight thumb down for now but I would advise
people to keep an eye on this game.
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Alien Arena is a awesome game with a vibrant community. It is a game with humor and skill and there are many game modes
you can play. The bots are though enough to give the best a challenge but the real deal is with human players. There are a tons of
funny elements in the game, just see the screenshots. It is one of the best games out there. The guns are fun and you better have
to find a big gun to be more powerful. Capture the flag is fun too, will you run or do you like defending? Some game modes
give you guns so it is just start shooting your enemies. If you have the skill you could try one of the many tourneys (everyone is
welcome), try to win one? Be ready to fight through the aliens are not very nice and haunt everyone down with their guns. Will
you be able to defeat the aliens, play and find out.... 4\/10!

Simple little game. It doesn't take long to get all the achievements.. The Delta Force Series games are wonderfully done and well
laid out. With each game there are a bunch of missions to complete and things to blow up. The graphics in these games are old
school. The shooting in the games can get frustrating at times because you might get headshot from a AI that you can't see. Just
take each level slow and steady and for the most part you can kill enemies really far away since there is no bullet drop. The
missions can also get frustrating since if you fail something in the mission you might be put right back at the beginning of the
level and might rage quit because it was hard to get to a certain point. Just remember quick save and save alot while playing to
avoid frustration. The online portion of these games are still alive, but you might have to go looking in some of these Delta
Force games. Ive really enjoyed playing these classics from beginning to end and I know you will too if you are a army buff and
enjoy a good old fashion First Person Shooter.. Though Crusader Kings 2 is much better, Crusader KIngs still offers a rich
experience. If you want to experience how Paradox grand strategy games felt like before they were cool, try Crusader Kings!. I
wouldn't say it's worth $10, but it is defnitely replayable.. A short little program story (not a game). Pretty trippy. Very thought
provoking.. Go it for free
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